Interaction of oxyanions with thioredoxin-activated chloroplast coupling factor 1.
Interaction between F(1)-ATPase activity stimulating oxyanions and noncatalytic sites of coupling factor CF(1) was studied. Carbonate, borate and sulfite anions were shown to inhibit tight binding of [14C]ATP and [14C]ADP to CF(1) noncatalytic sites. The demonstrated change of their inhibitory efficiency in carbonate-borate-sulfite order coincides with the previously found change in efficiency of these anions as stimulators of CF(1)-ATPase activity [Biochemistry (Mosc.) 43 (1978) 1206-1211]. Inhibition of tight nucleotide binding to noncatalytic sites was accompanied by stimulation of nucleotide binding to catalytic sites. This suggests that stimulation of CF(1)-ATPase activity is caused by interaction between oxyanions and noncatalytic sites. A most efficient stimulator of CF(1)-ATPase activity, sulfite oxyanion, appeared to be a competitive inhibitor with respect to ATP and a partial noncompetitive inhibitor with respect to ADP. The inhibition weakened with increasing time of CF(1) incubation with sulfite and nucleotides. Sulfite is believed to inhibit fast reversible interaction between nucleotides and noncatalytic sites and to produce no effect on subsequent tight binding of nucleotides. A possible mechanism of the oxyanion-stimulating effect is discussed.